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Decomposition offers the potential to reduce the complexity of model-based optimization, 

prediction, control and diagnosis by accounting for the structure and sparsity of the describing 

model. Motivated by this fact, a rich and powerful collection of decomposition methods are 

available for model based diagnosis of large-scale complex dynamic systems, too.  At the same 

time, one usually does not have enough information about a large-scale complex dynamic 

system to construct its precise enough model, so a kind of qualitative dynamic model is often 

used for the diagnosis. Two structural decomposition based qualitative diagnostic methods are 

presented in this lecture, together with their component-driven system decomposition 

techniques.  

 

Firstly, a model-based diagnostic method is described that is able to detect and isolate non-

technical losses (illegal loads) in low voltage electrical grids of one transformer area. As a 

preliminary off -line step of the diagnosis, a powerful electrical decomposition method is 

proposed, which breaks down the overall network to subsystems with one feeder layout 

enabling to make the necessary computations efficient. The diagnostic method is based on 

analyzing the diff erences between the measured and model-predicted voltages. The uncertainty 

in the model parameters together with the measurement uncertainties are also taken into account 

to make the approach applicable in real-world cases. The proposed method is able to detect and 

localize multiple illegal loads, and the amount of the illegal consumption can also be estimated.  

 

As a second case study, a high level decomposition approach for process system fault diagnosis 

using event traces is given. Using a simple component graph model behind the process system 

and the measured trace applied for the diagnosis, the method can find the root cause(s) of 

propagating failures between separate components. The method can connect individually 

operating lower-level component-specific diagnosers of possibly different type (e.g.  P-HAZID 

and clustering based ones) with each other by performing a more efficient diagnosis 

component-wise and combining the results.  
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